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QUESTION: 51
View the exhibit.

A network that handles IPv6 multicasts and the hosts that have joined particular IPv6
multicast groups is shown in Exhibit 1. Routing switch B is acting as the MLD querier,
and routing switch A implements MLD snooping, as shown in Exhibit 2. An IPv6
multicast packet for FF14::1 arrives on routing switch A on port B1. On which ports
does the switch forward the packet?
A. A1 Forwards
B. A2 Does Not forward
C. B1 Forwards
D. B2 Does not forward
Answer: A
QUESTION: 52
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A company's HP Provision ASIC switches are configured to use PIM−SM mode to
provide multicast services. When an HP Provision ASIC switch receives a multicast
stream, it determines that the best path to the multicast source is not through the
Rendezvous Point (RP). Which action might this switch take?
A. The switch may use the backup RP if this RP is in the path between the multicast
source and its receivers.
B. The switch may send a graft message on the interface through which it reaches the
multicast source.
C. The switch may establish itself as the new RP for the shortest path tree.
D. The switch may decide to join the shortest path tree.
Answer: A
QUESTION: 53
If you use the MAC lockout feature to block a specific MAC address on an HP 3500zl
switch, which traffic is dropped?
A. The switch will drop traffic from devices directly connected to the specific port on
which MAC lockout is enabled if the destination or source address is the specified
MAC address.
B. The switch will drop frames only if the source address is the specified MAC address
and port security is also configured on the receiving port.
C. The switch will drop any Layer 2 traffic that contains the specified MAC address as
the source address.
D. The switch will drop routed or switched traffic if the destination is the specified
MAC address.
Answer: C
QUESTION: 54
View the exhibit.
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A network administrator has activated connection rate filtering on an HP 8200 zl Series
switch with the throttle action and medium sensitivity. However, a server connected to
port A1 in VLAN 10 (IP address 10.1.10.10) needs to establish many connections with
other backend servers as part of its typical behavior. The ports that this server uses are
TCP 50000−50020. Based on the information provided in the exhibit, how can the
network administrator ensure that this traffic is never blocked while leaving the current
protections in effect?
A. Apply Filter2 to VLAN 10 as a connection rate filter.
B. Apply Filter1 to port A1 as a connection rate filter.
C. Apply Filter2 to port A1 as a connection rate filter.
D. Apply Filter1 to VLAN 10 as a connection rate filter.
Answer: C
QUESTION: 55
View the exhibit.
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Based on the configuration shown in the exhibit, does the Comware switch drop or
permit each frame as it arrives on port GigigabitEthernet 1ƒ0ƒ1 ?
A. DHCP Offer >>(Permit)
B. DHCP Discovery (option 82 set) >>(Permit)
C. ARP response for 10.1.10.2
Answer: A
QUESTION: 56
Which security protocol introduces vulnerabilities because the password is sent in
plaintext and can be intercepted and easily read?
A. WEP
B. EAP
C. PAP
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D. CHAP
Answer: C
QUESTION: 57
Which security protocol requires the servers to use digital certificates?
A. AH and ESP for HTTP traffic
B. Telnet for console sessions
C. SSL and TLS for HTTP traffic
D. SSH for console sessions
Answer: C
QUESTION: 58
An HP Provision ASIC switch implements connection rate filtering. When an endpoint
violates the connection rate policy, its traffic is filtered for less than 30 seconds. The
company wants violator traffic to be filtered for about one minute. How should the
network administrator complete this task?
A. Increase the global connection rate filtering sensitivity to high.
B. Increase the penalty period associated with the low sensitivity.
C. Increase the global penalty period for connection rate filtering.
D. Configure the connection rate filtering action on the ports from throttle to block
mode.
Answer: C
QUESTION: 59
Which technology should be used to tunnel multicast traffic securely across a network?
A. IPsec VPN
B. GRE over IPsec
C. GRE
D. MLD over IPsec for IPv6 or IGMP over IPsec for IPv4
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Answer: B
QUESTION: 60
A network administrator plans to use HP Intelligent Management Center (IMC) to
manage a network with thousands of HP switches. The administrator wants to use IMC
for functions such as configuring ACLs and VLANs on multiple switches at once.
What must the administrator verify when configuring IMC to discover the switches?
A. that IMC is configured with the proper Telnet login username and password for the
switches
B. that IMC is configured with the proper SNMP community or user credentials for
read−write access to the switches
C. that IMC is configured with the proper SNMP trap credentials for communicating
with the switches
D. that IMC is configured with the proper SSH login username and password for the
switches
Answer: D
QUESTION: 61
A network administrator is deploying HP 5800 switches at the access layer and wants
to manage them with HP Intelligent Management Center (IMC). When SNMP is
enabled on these switches, which version of SNMP is implemented by default?
A. SNMP version 3
B. SNMP version 1
C. SNMP version 2c with backward compatibility with version 1
D. SNMP version 2c
Answer: A
QUESTION: 62
A network administrator wants to configure a Comware switch to send HP Intelligent
Management Center (IMC) sFlow samples. Where does a Comware switch direct
sFlow samples?
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A. To the multicast address defined for sFlow collector
B. To the IP address configured as the sFlow agent
C. To the IP address configured as the sFlowtrap receiver
D. To the IP address configured as the sFlow collector
Answer: A
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